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1. Challenges in Indian Judiciary 

CJI NV Ramana says Indian judiciary is overburdened, calls for filling of vacancies and 

improved infrastructure. 

Indian Judicial system 

· The Indian judiciary is an independent 

body that resolves disputes that arise in 

a society among individuals, groups, 

between governments or between 

individuals and governments etc. 

· Under the Indian Judiciary, there are 

several courts that interpret and apply 

the laws as mentioned in the 

Constitution. The Indian judiciary is 

divided into several levels in order to 

decentralize and address matters at the 

grassroots levels.  

· It includes the Supreme Court which is 

the apex body of India, high court, civil 

courts, village courts, criminal courts, 

and tribunals. 

Challenges faced by Indian Judiciary 

Delay in justice 

· The Indian judiciary system has failed to deliver the justice expeditiously .  This delay in 

justice has proved to be one of the biggest drawbacks of the judiciary system. Delay in 

justice implies the time taken to dispose of a case, in excess of the time which should be 

reasonably consumed by the court to decide the case. Delay of justice can be due 

· The pendency of cases –Over 4.70 crore cases are pending in various courts in the country, 

including 70,154 in the Supreme Court. 



 

 

· According to a 2018 Niti Aayog strategy paper, at the then-prevailing rate of disposal of 

cases in our courts, it would take more than 324 years to clear the backlog. And the 

pendency at that time was 29 million cases. 

· Low judges strength and appointment problem- The vacancy of judges can also result in 

the delay of the justice. There is a tussle between executive and judiciary over who should be 

appointing judges rather than how should judges be appointed. 

· The latest data released by the Department of Justice state that the 25 High Courts have a 

combined sanctioned strength of 1,104 judges. As on April 1, 2022, the working strength 

of judges stood at 717 while 387 seats were vacant. This means there are only 717 judges 

for a whopping 58, 92,399 cases pending adjudication. 

· PIL misuse- The rise in frivolous litigation was a worry, particularly the misuse of the public 

interest litigation route which often became “personal interest litigation”. 

· Inefficient criminal justice system: Chief Justice of India N.V. Ramana castigated “illegal 

arrests”, custody torture and biased investigations by police while spelling out why 

governments deserved most of the blame for the backlog of 4 crore court cases in the 

country. 

Governance lapses 

· Justice Ramana said that compliance with the law and the Constitution was key to good 

governance, but governments often failed to seek the opinions of their legal departments in 

their rush to implement executive decisions. 

· Often, governments abdicate their responsibilities, leaving the courts to decide what 

should be executive issues. 

· Ambiguities in legislations add to the existing legal issues. 

· The Union and state governments accounted for 50 per cent of the cases in the country, 

either moving court against citizens or forcing citizens to move court for redress against 

government inaction or harassment. 

· Another source of unnecessary cases was the governments’ tendency to defy court orders, 

resulting in contempt. 

Hardships of the under trials 

· In India, over two-thirds of India’s roughly 4.2 lakh prisoners are under trial, which is one of 

the world’s largest number of under-trial prisoners.  



 

 

· They are in jail not because they have been found guilty but because they are being 

prosecuted on charges that are non-bailable or when they are too poor to afford a bail. In 

most of the cases they end spend up more time in jail during the prosecution than the actual 

term awarded of the crime has been actually committed. Undertrials are not guilty till 

convicted. 

No interaction with the society 

· In order to form an effective judiciary, is necessary that the judiciary form an integral part of 

the society. Judiciary’s interaction with society is a must and it should be both regular and 

relevant. Several countries involve their citizens in judicial decision making, however, in 

India, there is no such setup.  

· The citizens need to actively take part in judicial activities to build an effective judicial 

system 

Less use of technology 

· In order to have a more effective judiciary, it needs to adopt the technology. This will reduce 

the huge amount of paperwork involved. The database of the court is also not maintained in 

one place and there is no recording of the proceedings and hearings. 

How to speed up the Indian Judicial System 

· To increase the strength of the judiciary: In order to increase the strength, All India 

recruitment exam (All India judicial services) may help in resolving the issue of appointment 

of judges. 

· To keep courts, open throughout the year: In order to deal with the pendency of cases it is 

necessary that the courts are open throughout the year, however, calendar of Supreme Courts 

(which is also applicable to other courts) provides week-long vacations each for Holi, 

Dussehra, Muharram, and Diwali along with the fortnight-long winter vacations. 

· Proper modernization of courts: In the era of modernization, the court should not be left 

behind. They need to be fully digitized and a proper infrastructure should be built to provide 

easy access. 

· Introduction of fast-track courts: The 11th Finance Commission recommended the 

creation of 1734 Fast track courts. These courts were established for expeditious disposal of 

long pending cases in sessions courts and other courts. 



 

 

· To do away with the archaic laws: The Indian judicial system needs to let go of archaic 

laws and focus on taking consideration of the present social condition while giving a 

judgment. 

· Use of local languages in courts: A large population finds it difficult to understand the 

judicial process and rulings of the court. There is a need to simplify this and make it 

accessible. We just encourage the use of local languages in courts. 

Way Ahead 

· The Indian Judiciary system is independent and the constitution itself separates the judiciary 

from the executive. It also provides for the public interest litigation.  

· Various commissions are also working towards making the Indian judicial system more 

effective.  

· What we need are court administrators to manage the entire process so that the lawyers and 

judges have to concentrate only on the cases which they are assigned. Another solution 

would be having fast-track courts for cases on sensitive issues such as high profile cases, 

rape, corruption.  

· This can help can help in providing justice and maintain the faith of the people in the 

judiciary. Courts such property courts, commercial courts, and e-courts can be established for 

speedy disposal of the cases. 

Source: The Hindu 

Practice question: Discuss the challenges faced by the Indian judiciary to ensure its primary 

objective of “protecting and defending” the constitution is realized in the country. 
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